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HOME PAGE

H1:

Current Content: Han Fisher: Commercial Photographer

We Suggest: Lifestyle Photographer Cornwall & Devon

Content Block:

Current Content

As a photographer I love natural colours and images depicting stories of epic

outdoor adventures and connecting with nature. From surfing and snowboarding

to hiking and cold water swimming, capturing people having fun and feeling alive

is central to my commercial photography.

Many projects also reflect my passion for corageous women breaking the mold

and being passionate about extreme sports such as motorcycling, snowboarding

and surfing. With my commercial work I strive to tell captivating stories of unique

brand identities and products built for everything life throws at them.

Past clients include: Keen EU footwear, Stanley Brand, Two Minute Beach Clean,

Ride and Defy Motorbike Store, Tegen Jewellery, Soleil Store, Junkbox Apparel,

Coral Eyewear, Entity Goggles, Coffee Culture Jewellery, Sailbird Kimonos, Ecoffee

and Guardsy First Aid.
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I shoot on both digital and analogue cameras and am now also offering

stereoscopic gifs shot on film. Please see Photography sub-sections for my

wedding/couple work and art projects.

We Suggest:

I am a professional lifestyle photographer in Cornwall and also cover Devon. As a

photographer I love natural colours and images depicting stories of epic outdoor

adventures and connecting with nature. From surfing and snowboarding to

hiking and cold water swimming, capturing people having fun and feeling alive is

central to my commercial photography and lifestyle shoots.

I am a photographer based in Cornwall and Devon. If you are looking to find a

photographer get in touch and I would love to chat about your project.

As a female photographer, many projects also reflect my passion for courageous

women breaking the mould and being passionate about extreme sports such as

motorcycling, snowboarding and surfing. With my commercial photography

work, I strive to tell captivating stories of unique brand identities and products

built for everything life throws at them.

Past clients include Keen EU footwear, Stanley Brand, Two Minute Beach Clean,

Ride and Defy Motorbike Store, Tegen Jewellery, Soleil Store, Junkbox Apparel,

Coral Eyewear, Entity Goggles, Coffee Culture Jewellery, Sailbird Kimonos, Ecoffee

and Guardsy First Aid.

I shoot on both digital and analogue cameras and am now also offering

stereoscopic gifs shot on film. Please see Photography sub-sections for my work

as a professional wedding photograper and and art photogrpahy projects.
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WEDDINGS PAGE

(https://www.hanfisher.com/wedding)

H1:

Current Content: Currently no H1 tag exists.

The H2 Tag is currently: HAN FISHER WEDDING & Couple PHOTOGRAPHer

We Suggest: Change the H2 tag to a H1 and writing: Wedding Photographer
Cornwall & Devon

Add a H2 Tag: Han Fisher - Couples and Wedding Photography

Content Block

Current:
As a wedding photographer I adore photographing weddings in a reportage,
natural style - no awkwardness, just candid moments of unposed joy. I am
available for shooting small intimate weddings accross the South West of the UK,
please contact for availability and rates.

Additionally I offer couple and family shoots, specialising in outdoor shoots with
pets involved too.

I am also available as a second shooter for large weddings and events.

We Suggest:
As a wedding photographer, I adore photographing weddings in a reportage,
natural style - no awkwardness, just candid moments of unposed joy. I am
available to shoot small intimate weddings across the South West of the UK. Many
of my clients look for wedding photographers near me and discover I offer a
unique wedding photography service with an individual style
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I will ensure I do not impact your special wedding day, being able to adapt to the
occasion. I am well-versed in making the most of the Cornish landscape, natural
light and capturing your big day with special wedding images for you to savour.

Please contact me for availability and rates for your Cornwall wedding
photography.

Additionally, I offer couple and family photography, specialising in outdoor shoots
with pets involved too.

I am also available as a second shooter for large weddings and events in Cornwall
and Devon.
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MODELLING PAGE
https://www.hanfisher.com/portfolio

H1:

Current Content: Han Fisher: Model

We Suggest: Freelance Model in Cornwall - Han Fisher

Content Block

Current:
Han Fisher is a South West UK based model, snowboarder, photographer and
lover of the outdoors.

She has experience working on commercial projects with global companies such
as Rapanui, Surfer's Against Sewage, Anns Cottage Surf Clothing, TCL Mobile, Lilja
The Label, Sailor Jerry, Four Paws and Big Blue Ocean Cleanup. She also has
acting experience having modelled for commercial films and music videos for a
variety of clients and has also presented a fundraising campaign video for Big
Blue Ocean Cleanup.

 

She works freelance independently as well as through her Bristol based mother
Agency: Mustard Models.

Suggested:
Han Fisher is a South West UK based freelance model, snowboarder, professional
photographer and lover of the outdoors.
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Han has a modelling portfolio of many types of modelling and photoshoots. She
has experience working on commercial modelling projects with global companies
such as Rapanui, Surfer's Against Sewage, Anns Cottage Surf Clothing, TCL Mobile,
Lilja The Label, Sailor Jerry, Four Paws and Big Blue Ocean Cleanup.

She also has acting experience having modelled for commercial films and music
videos for a variety of clients and has also presented a fundraising campaign video
for Big Blue Ocean Cleanup.

 She works as a freelance model as well as through her Bristol-based mother
Agency: Mustard Models. If you are looking for a professional freelance model for
your freelance modelling job then please get in touch today.

In addition to being a professional model, Han is also a professional lifestyle
photographer and wedding photographer in Cornwall and Devon.

Other Notes:

Social Links
Your Instagram links needs updating. Currently points to
https://www.instagram.com/hanfishermodel/ > should be
https://www.instagram.com/hancfisher/

Your facebook link also needs updating by the looks of it.

Imagery
It is super important you compress any imagery you upload. Ideally, you want
images to be less than 250kb in size each time.

A great free tool to compress images is: https://squoosh.app/
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